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U S of A

The United States of America
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new country

Was founded as a new country in 1776 on the continent of North America.
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without mass media

This was an era without mass media, in a geographically large area with a 
small population.
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informed populace

The founders of the nation believed strong that an informed populace
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democracy

… was necessary for democracy.
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informed government

They also believed in an informed government…
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science

… that promoted science…
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industry

… industry …
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business

… and business.
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information retrieval

They were facing an interesting problem of information retrieval…
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information delivery

… and information delivery.
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2

Two institutions aided the new government.
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1) The postal service

1) The postal service
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2) The Library of Congress

1) The Library of Congress
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1737

The postal service was begun in 1737 by the British government which ruled 
the colonies in North America. Benjamin Franklin was the first postmaster.
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1774

Franklin was dismissed from his British post in 1774 for “revolutionary 
activity,” at which he was quite successful…
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1776

… because shortly afterward, the new country was born.
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1790 Postal Act

In 1790, Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State, signed the Postal Act.
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newspapers

Under this act, newspapers, the primary communication of information to 
citizens, as well as the main outlets for political speech, were mailed at low 
rates to encourage this communication channel.
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private communication

In addition, postal communication was declared to be private, so that people 
could write and read freely without fear. 
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“I cannot live without 
books.“

Jefferson was also a great lover of books. At the time, books primarily cam 
from Europe, and were rare and precious in the new world.
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1800

A library was founded in 1800 by Congress to give legislators access to 
information. This was the beginning of the Library of Congress.
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1814

The library was burned to the ground in 1814 by British forces during the 
War of 1812.
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Thomas Jefferson then offered the over 6.000 books of his personal library 
to rebuild the Library of Congress.
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sciences

philosophy

history

literature

His collection covered every topic imaginable, not just law. This was his view 
of the information needed in the New World. Much of his original library has 
been preserved and is on exhibit at the Library of Congress.
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Today

Today…
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The Library of Congress is one of the largest libraries in the world with 
around 130 million items (books, manuscripts, films, etc.) 
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… things are very different. Mail is delivered electronically, radio and 
television bring the news, and libraries are a mixture of books and 
computers.
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information

This is a world in which information …
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communication

… and communication are absolutely vital for civic life.
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Library of Congress
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Congress

It still reports to and serves Congress. The Library conducts research for 
members of Congress so that they are informed in their efforts.
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nation

It also serves the nation in many ways.
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It is the nation’s archive for history ….
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… and culture.
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It also provides daily updates to citizens on the activities of the legislature 
and on every bill that is considered, from the time that it is first proposed, 
through all of its revisions, to the final vote. Although the country spans 
nearly 5.000 kilometers, everyone has quick access to legislative activity.
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past

The key message is that libraries may be an archive of the past…
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present

… but their value is in their service to the present ….
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future

… and their support of the future of those who use it.
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Thank you


